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Introduction:

Infact, the increasing demand of Sudanese people for several goods

and services emerge from their depending attitude on the government to

satisfy their basic needs. Thf*ya.t%ftat aware about their real contributions

in all fields the overall national development. At the same-time gover

nments need to build strong planning systems to forecast and make proje

ctions for the demand of different goods and services according to probable

changes in different economic and social variables. Of course^ among these

variables the population variable claims an important role:

It is recognized that without the development of the base of national

resources in any undeveloped Country, that Country will continue living in

poverty and will not be able to satisfy its basic needs. I argue that the

relation between basic needs and development is a two way relation, where

basis needs satisfaction constitutes the target of development, it also plays

the role as mean for development. This is specially true when the satisf

action of some basic needs affects the satisfaction of others as well as the

general performance of the Country, politically and intellectually and

because of the political appeal they are capable of mobilizing resources ..

and inletteclually, they provide a key to the solution of a number of

apparently separate, but on inspection related problems: Urbanization,

the protection of environment, equality, international and intra-third

world trade, appropriate technology, the relation between rural develop

ment and industrialization, rural-urban-migration, domination and

dependance.

Refered to Sudan, the national overall strategy was made by its

intellectuals. It aimed to develop the national resource and not to

depend on satisfaction of basic needs through foreign assistance or borrowing
*

This paper attempts to introduce few indicators as examples reflecting

practical studies in small scales on the above subject in order to stimulate

further discussions. It also si.ver the impact of the inflation!* i™ *h-^ or..-*--1
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settings of Sudanese families. In-conclusion the urgent solutions made

by the government in form of short and long term plans, will, be dis

cussed.

Problems and needs of children and women

Population is moving to-wards urban areas, adding to the flow

of people displaced by strife and conflict in neighbouring Countries.

This has required major investment in economic and social infrastru-

clurers. In these difficult conditions, children and women are at risk,

female children especially so. The major causes of ill-health in children

are diarrhoea, acute respiratory infections, measles, malaria and prenatal

conditions, mainly neo-natal tetanus and low birth weight. As would be

expected in so large and climatically diverese a Country, the severity

of specific causes varies greatly between states. Some causes such as

iodine dificeency are highly localized. There are also marked seasonal

variations, and differences between population groups - between urban/

rural and nomadic populations and within urban areas between the

established and displaced.

Women have special difficulties in Sudan. In some rural areas

particularly in the west and north, women perform both agricultural

and domestic labour, working for longer hours than men. In southern

states and drought affected areas they are also, increasingly frequently,

heads of household and partners to men who have become semipermanent

migrant laborers. Some traditional harmful practices perform on women

have been declared illegal by the government of Sudan. Control will

require advocacy, education, effective involvement of media and active

participation of national NGOs. In summary, the series of natural and

man-made disasters that have plagued Sudan. Coupled with its low rate

of economic development and the foreign debt burden, has had grave

implications for the development of children. Progress require reversal

of these trends and resolution of debt problem. Successes have been made

including the ten-fold expansion of immurijzation coverage in only four

years, enabling the achievement of UC1, even greater efforts will be needed

in the future.
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The prevention of chronic malnutrition and enhancedment of food

security particularly at the family level, is a major concern of the

government and great efforts will be directed to that area in the next

five years. The following actions has been taken by the government:

- At the macro level, Sudan is determined to strengthen its newly

established Food security Unit within the Ministry of Finance and

economic planning. Revision and improvement of policies have direct

impact on food security status, promotion of investment with particuler

emphasis on areas of chronic scarcity. Strengthening the existing

early warning system, and formulation of a famine prevention code

that will define action from all organs of government that are directly

involved in responding to food-related concerns.

- At micro level: promotion of food production at the house hold level

through expansion of indigenous practices of home (vegetable) garding

and rapid expansion of the productive family scheme to cover 1.5

million families by the year (2000), moreover, the expansion of food

for work schemes will also be stressed. Nutrition education will also

be accelerated both in schools as well as in primary health care

centres to-gether with increase distribution of vitamin A and folic

acid and other child and maternal nutrition supplements.

Children in especially difficult circumstances:

The major focus of Sudan National Plan of action is on children

who have been displaced and separated from their families by emergencies

and war. For both the growing number of street children and those

children displaced by conflict, the long term course of action will be

to strengthen programmes to re-unite them with their families. Ministry

of social planning, states authorities and NGOs put much efforts in the

national campaign to trace families of separated children.

The immediate term, the strategies to be embarked upon to improve

the situation of these children and the expansion of programmes to

provide non-formal education and life skills to street children as part

of rehabilitation.
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To respond to the immediate needs of children displaced by or

caught in armed conflict, the government promotes the unhampered

access of relief and rehabilitation services to these children. The

provision of emergency food, education, water and essential health

services will be facilitated within the modalities of operation life-line

Sudan peace will be the ultimate solution for these groups.

Handicapped and disabled children are provided with training and

rehabilitated to achieve full participation in society. Generally, Sudan

is concerned by the numbers of displaced families. Efforts have been

conducted. Provision of basic services to thc^groups placed signifcant

strains on the national economy. By the end of the decade, with peace,

these population will be stablized and reduced. Mean while, basic

services including access to health, education, warer and sanitation will

be provided for the most needed.

Support will be provided to enhance income opportunities for displace*

women. The access of displaced girls to education will be improved

by the increase-cf provision of educational opportunities for this special
groups.

Opportunities will be provided to these families through rehabilit

ation and development of the southern states, volenntary resettlement in

productive ares and integration in areas which they choose to stay.

Migration:

Example (1) Professional health researches:

Some recent examples of migration of the health professions due

to rapid inflations and high costs of living conditions. Asmall study

survey had been conducted by the national population committee for

a conference in Oct. 1993. It is noticed that the main reasons for leaving

the jobs are:

Lack of basic needs for research studies

" " trained assistants

appropriate facilities for earring research (equipment, lab

...etc)
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Lack of funds specially foreign currency.

Unstability^their families social life

Quick trends of solving the problems is altarnative to scientific

based researches which require more time and patience.

Unstability in work conditions and socio-economic factors. These

problems made them to take leave without pay and search for

a better job abroad. The table below indicates the situation of

the health professionals in scientific research sector:

Title of personnel

Professional

Researchers

Directors of

Projects

Technicians

Assistants

Total No.

15

31

24

17

Migrated

11

18

18

9

Remain in work

4

13

6

8

percentage %

%26.7

%41.9

%25

%47

Example (2) Doctors:

In the case of doctors it is found that the figure was fixed

stable (336) each year until (1986) But it becomes (650) each year.

The same above stated reasons were given. For the new-graduates,

statistics findings indicated that each year (50) migrate, these groups

have great motivation to go abroad for further specialization and the

socio-economic conditions lowered their motivations. The table below give

some indicators for the year (1989 - 1991)

P.T.O



Year

1989

1990

1991

Specialized

Doctors

632

574

587

Medical

officers

1494

1312

1189

House

manship

278

262

281

Dentists

189

174

190

Total

Total

2593

2292

2365

7250

Migrated No

219

533

200

952

Example (3) Internal migration from rural to urban areas:

A study conducted by (NPC) in which is found that more than

, 44 of the population of Khartoum state are migrants since (1990). They

stated the following reasons:

Lack of health and education for their children in their prespective

areas.

- Poverty.

Most of them came from western and northern Sudan due to

insecured areas affected by war. and some by drought and deserti

fication. It is found also that %64.8 of them their age-range between

(15 - 44), and %51 of the same age are from the original of Khartoum

state. Thus, both groups are in the productive age. They do not find

jobs and turn to engaged in informer jobs, some spread in streets as

beggers* street children and criminals etc

On the other hand, %65 are found to be males migrated from the

central state and %35 females * this is a serious indicator from the

socio-economic-point of view as women, old people and children were

left behind. The same thing accurs to the urbans families when husband

and sons migrated to Arab Countries. Family bonds relationships will

deteriorate and many undesirabe behaviourals attitude will be observed

among the family members^ mainly children and adolescents groups.
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In additional, great responsibilities were being put on women. This

is another way of reducing the productivity in the agricultural areas.

Example (4) poor families in rural Khartoum state:

An under-preparatory survy not published yet was catried by the

National population committee in Dar-Elsalam area. The prelimanary

results show that these families setted since (1991) with total number

(70,000) many from western and southern states of Sudan. With average

family members (7) persons. They were provided with all the necessity

basic needs and services incollaboration with government and NGOs.

However, most of these families involved in what is called (shadow

economy) informer activities. They leave their children behind for

longer hours with little food and care. They bothered many times with

the local councils' authorities and health inspectors. Almost all suffer

from skin diseases, malaria* malnutrition and lack of healthy water

and sanitation. Due to their low incomes some died becuse theycafn not

affortj buying the drugs for so many months or years. Early marriage

is acommon practice between them as it has its health* psycho-socio-

economic effects on the mother and child. Their homes are poorly built,

educational facilities are limited. Crimes, theft, abortion are also common

among these groups.

Example (5) poor-urban women in income-generation activity;

Poor women groups who were assisted by some inter-national -

national NGOs and the government were being trained in various skills*

such as seWing, handicrafts, animal raring, literacy classes, home

economic and vegatable garding, some have already functioned in the informer

activities. Others worked as labors in health centres*^ schools. In the

survy mentioned above, one of the women were interviewed about her

family income and the daily expenditure: She stated the following

information:

Her basic monthly income from the skills £s.35OO

The Government "takaful" supply her with 800

Total amount £s.4300
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Daily Expenditure for basic need:

Wood £s.l50

- Onuion 25

Bread 60

Grain - supplimentory to bread 70

Education (break-fast for children) 50

Transport 50

Total = £s.405

Amount for one month = 405 x 30 days = _£1l1.i

_ Deficit 12,150 - 4,300 _£Ll_785O_

Example (6) Flow chart expressing the effect of inflation on public

transportation and work mainly for the poor/urbans

High fees for transportations

No jobs and people

turn to avoid work

Idle

No means for income

resources

reduction of income

People :an not afford

Dificit of income to meet

the basic needs

^Poverty"



The socio-economic impact on Sudanese families can be summarized

in the followings:

High prices for almost all goods including the basic needs and

services.

Un controllable behaviour that accompanied the free economic

activities and hoarding of necessity needs.

High rates of rapid and continued inflation; practices of loans

policies of the banks' systems as well as the dificit support system

being used.

Free economic policies have not followed by concerned bodies

seriously (prices of goods and markets' control)

Mis-understanding for the application of the economic policies

among some commercial people and financial institution "Takaful,

Zakat; students and shariaa

Inspite of the directions given to the financial institutions to

assist the targets' sector* but due to psycho-social factors people

have not respond. On the other hands, these institutions might

not understood the functions properly.

The unvivid financial policies which had been issued inorder to

solve the problems of inported needs ... these need collection of

foreign currency:

Due to the above constrains many undesirable phenomina on the

social atmosphere appeared such as thefts, crimes, street beggars,

displaced people due to native war, droughty disertification and insecurity

in certain rural areas. Lack of health facilities, education and work

made life imposible for some peopled

For these urgent matters, the government formed four sspecialized

working committees represent the high political institution (National

transitional Council) to put short and long term plans of action to

solve the problem from its roots.

P.T.O
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lnconclusion, the government in its national overall strategy

put solution for all basic needs and services - And in its three

years plans has put the followings:

The government will support the costs of:

a. electricity

b. drugs

c. transportation

d. food security

Concerning the social welfare aspects, emphasis are put on poor

sectors through income generation skills with collaboration with the

financial institutions. Better systems for informer sectors will be

organized to enhance their tradition food... etc.. Surrys are recom-

meded to give real indicators for their needs and demands. Attention

was given also to school children, pre-school education, mair^for the

poor communities. University housing, productive units, transportation

are given attention too.

Public houses wilb all facilities required are planned in the

areas where development is exist in-order to encorage displaced to

go back home. Migration for all professionals and labors are organized

Jo-operation. uniKare established to assist in housing, food faciliues

etc

Public pharmacies and public co-operative,are supported by goverment

and NGOs. Co-operative banks to assist -mall formers are estabUshed

and functioned successfully.

Economtc activities:

* Development of national and orderly markets

* Emphasize and encorage agricultural production activities

* Encourage industrial production for group and sectors

* Encourage internal and external commercial activities

* Basic economic services should be revised.

P.T.O
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